
 
 
 
 
 
 
Withdrawals 
 
Because of the new measure commission each dog which has been presented to the measure 
commission counts as “competed”. Therefore, as of the presentation, the dog has to be officially 
withdrawn when he shall be taken out of the competition. 
 
Following please find the explanation concerning this matter. 
 
Please take note of. 
 
 
After the measure commission 
Before the judging of the dogs in show stance and the TSB test each participating dog has to be presented 
to the measure commission. In case a dog falls ill after he has been presented to the measure commission 
the dog has to be signed off from the competition at the Meldestelle with an attestation of the veterinary 
medical examiner or the chargeable withdrawal form which is available at the Meldestelle. 
 
After the TSB test (for working dog classes) 
In case the dog falls ill after the TSB test he has to be signed off at the Meldestelle with an attestation of 
the veterinary medical examiner or the chargeable withdrawal form which is available at the Meldestelle. 
 
Before the judgment of the dogs in movement/Call 
At this point withdrawals can only be permitted if an attestation of the veterinary medical examiner or the 
chargeable withdrawal form which is available at the Meldestelle is handed over to the acting judge 
before the judgement of the dogs in movement starts. 
 
As from the time when the dog has been enqueued in the waiting line according to the polling list a 
withdrawal when the dog is injured or falls ill is only possible with the permission of the acting judge and/or 
with an attestation of the veterinary medical examiner. 
 
In all other cases where a dog is withdrawn without excuse, a prohibition of participation in any 
other event for the period of six months is imposed on this dog and the rating “not sufficient” will be 
awarded. With the rating “not sufficient” a breeding ban is interconnected; it becomes valid with the 
awarding of the rating. 
 
 
Following the block diagram: 
 
 

 
Recognized Proofs: Hand over to: 

Withdrawal after: Withdrawal form Attestation Judge Meldestelle 
Measure 
commission X X   X 

TSB X X   X 

Show stance X X X 
 

Call X X X   
 


